
HIT THAT SWEET SPOT IN THE FIELD WITH 
NUTRABOSS SIDEDRESSING EQUIPMENT
This planting season, look to the unique features of sidedressing that, when combined, provide greater operation 
efficiency and productivity. New Holland’s NutraBoss sidedressing equipment can help you precisely place your 
fertilizer where and when it benefits your growing crop most—and that’s a great way to help balance your bottom line.

Stop by our dealership to learn more about our NutraBoss and to discover how our sidedressing equipment options can 
be tailored to suit your fertility program. 

WHY SIDEDRESSING? 
Adding sidedressing to your operation will ensure your crops have adequate nitrogen to optimize yield and profitability. Most nitrogen is used 
by the crop during initial growth. Sidedressing enables maximum growth and yield by replacing nitrogen lost during initial crop growth. Our 
sidedressing equipment, available for most row crops, was designed, engineered and tested on a farm for more than six years to ensure your 
success this planting season. 

WHY PROPER NITROGEN 
APPLICATION IS SO IMPORTANT  
Delivering nitrogen to your crops right where and when it matters 
most will help you increase fertilizer utilization in your fields, 
giving you the opportunity to have a successful growing season.  

Visit NHResourceCenter.com/sprayer to learn more about the 
vital role nitrogen plays in your planting operation.        

NEW!
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DELIVER NUTRIENTS AT THE ROOT ZONE  
NutraBoss, designed to be used with self-propelled equipment, helps deliver nutrients at the root zone—exactly where they are more readily 
available to plants during the growing season. New Holland’s sidedressing equipment is light, flexible and easy to install, use and remove. 
The decision to retrofit your sprayer to accomplish sidedressing will allow you to: 

• Deliver nitrogen on either side of each row, targeting both sides of root systems
• Dispense nitrogen within 3 inches of the crop, directly into soft soil, for fast absorption
• Accomplish excellent performance on hill sides

1. STICKS
• Much less weight per stick than 

other application methods for less 
stress on booms

• Easy to fold up sticks or remove 
when not in use—saving more 
time for working in your fields

• Easy and fast installation and 
removal of sticks with single lock 
pin—allows you to quickly convert 
from sidedressing to spraying

• Sticks are flexible, minimizing 
damage to crop foliage—most 
times only rubber hoses are 
nearest to the crop

2. RUBBER HOSES
• Every hose at the top goes to a 

larger diameter opening at the 
bottom, permitting all pressure 
to be released inside the larger-
diameter rubber hose and 
ensuring minimal nitrogen splash  

• Rubber hoses at the bottom are 
protected by the yoke, pointing out 
toward the crop

3. BRACKETS
• One-time installation of brackets—leaves more time for working in your fields
• Brackets do not interfere with standard spray bodies to facilitate an easy 

transition from sidedressing to spraying

OTHER BENEFITS
• Storage bar available to hang sticks in shed when not mounted on equipment
• Stainless steel sections for long life
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